Premium Fully Accessible Ceiling Systems

Rapid installation
Pre-finished features
100% accessible ceilings
Endless creative possibilities
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Premium Fully Accessible Ceiling System

Fantastic ceilings installed in minutes
Installing a new feature ceiling can be disruptive and
expensive so achieving a speedy and well-organized
installation is critical.
SUPAWOOD's SUPATILE range perfectly combines
quick installation and aesthetics. Slatted, patterned
and decorative ceiling panels simply fit into a
suspended ceiling grid. The panels are 100%
accessible which offer the flexibility to quickly
reconfigure for a totally new look.
No on-site painting or fabrication is required because
SUPATILE is supplied pre-finished and ready to lift
into place. The range is available in acoustic options
and a choice of timber or solid colour finishes.
SUPATILE is custom manufactured for each project
in short lead times.

Great Looks + Quick Install = SUPATILE
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Freecall 1800 002 123
A premium decorative tile system which is designed to fit
into the T-bar system in such a way that only a neat 10mm
express joint is exposed.
For more information click here to download the
SUPATILE 10 brochure...

DIT
Drop-in tiles for rapid installation into a T-bar grid. These
are Ideal for projects where it is desirable to reuse the
existing ceiling grid.
For more information click here to download the
SUPATILE DIT brochure...

Timber slatted ceilings designed for quick installation
info ceiling grid. Wide range of finishes and profiles to
suit any look.
For more information click here to download the
SUPATILE SLAT brochure...
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Premium Fully Accessible Ceiling Systems

For more product information and to
discuss how to implement these ideas
in your next project contact us...
Phone: 1800 002 123
Email:
sales@supawood.com.au
Website: www.supawood.com.au
Front Cover:
Left - SUPATILE 10 “Bubble” acoustic pattern in SUPAFINISH Hoop Pine finish
create a fun feature ceiling in a child friendly café.
Top right - SUPATILE DIT “Cyberspace” acoustic pattern in SUPAFINISH Hoop
Pine scattered with SUPAFINISH Matt Silver “smooth” tiles are used effectively
in a school library.
Bottom right - SUPATILE SLAT Lift and Shift option 5 in clear Vic Ash Driftwood
finish visually define an area in an open plan office fit-out.
Page 2 from top:
SUPATILE 10 in SUPAFINISH Hoop Pine used to refurbish and enhance the
storm damaged ceiling of a sports stadium function room.
SUPATILE DIT Flush V-slotted Cyberspace acoustic tiles in SUPAFINISH
White enable access to air-con units above, address noise and provide a
visual impact in the lift lobby of a commercial building.
SUPATILE SLAT option 5 in SUPAFINISH White & SUPACOLOUR Yellow
compliment the decor colour scheme of a staff lounge area.
Back cover:
Left - SUPATILE SLAT Lift & Shift option 2 in solid clear finished Cedar used
to enhance the ceilings over commercial lift lobbies in the atrium of a
university building.
Right - SUPATILE 10 Angle acoustic pattern in SUPAFINISH Hoop Pine line
the expansive ceiling of a community library.
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SUPATILE 10:
Left - Perforated acoustic pattern in SUPAFINISH Tasmanian Oak
enhances the entrance area of a club.
Right - Slotted acoustic pattern in SUPAFINISH Cracked Cherry
used for a floating feature in a corporate reception area.
SUPATILE DIT:
Left - Rebate slotted acoustic panels in SUPAFINISH White in the
corridor of corporate offices.
Right - Rebate slotted acoustic panels in SUPAFINISH Fusion Maple
with a black grid in a restaurant.
SUPATILE SLAT:
Left - Lift & Shift option 5 in DRIFTWOOD Black forms a striking
ceiling in a corporate HQ reception and hallway.
Right - SUPAFINISH White slats create a directional effect and
reflects light in a corporate staff breakout.

